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QUITE RECENTLY I PUBLISHED
the text of a 'little poem e;ntitled "The
tNurse," which had been found among the
effects of the daughter of a correspon·d ent after her death. There was nothing
't o indicate the authorflhip of the poem, and, as
the young woman herself had been fond of
writing verse, members
of her family wondered
U this, also, might have
been her own composition. Two letters just received show that the
poem is of other, though
thus far unknown authorship. One letter, from
a member of the staff of
St. Michael's hospital in
Davies
Grand Forks, reads:
"Concerning the poem-'The Nurse'
which appeared in your column in the
evening edition of the . Grand Forks Herald on August 27: I really doubt very
much if. the poem was original. . For several years we have had framed copies
of the poem. One copy which I saw in
St. Paul stated that the author was unknown.
"Nurses. all love the poem-and feel
· hat the author must have been a nurse.
lt seems · hard to believe that anybody
else could possibly have written with
uch an understanding of a nurse's sen~
liments and problems."

book where homely sentiments are trea
ured. Here it is: ,

*

*

*

THE ARl{OW AND THE SONG.
By Henry W. Longfellow

I shot an arrow intc, the air,
It .fell to earth, I knew not where;
For, so swiftly it flew, the sight
Could not follow it in its flight.

I breathed a song into the air,
It fell to earth, I knew not where;
For who has sight so keen and strong,
That it can follow the flight of song?,
Long, long afteIWard, in an oak
I found the arrow, still unbroke;
And the song, from beginning to end,
I found again in the heart of a friend. .

* * *

SINCE THE APPEARANCE OF SO
many toads, at odd times I have taken
notice of their habits, a subject to which
I never gave attention before. The other
day a friend told me of watching a toad
bury itself in the earth. I find that this
is one of their regular habits. Occasionally
I have watched the process, and every lit- .
tle while in the garden a toad will hop
out almost from under my feet, leaving
the shallow hole / in which he had imbed .
ded himself. This practice can scarcely I
be for the purpose of hibernation, as the
digging ceases as soon as the excavation
is deep enough to contain the digger, leav. * * *
ing his nose sticking out. More likely it
ON THE SAME SUBJECT MRS. D. is for the purpose o:f concealment, alMcLean of Hannah writes:
though the insects on which the toads
"In the Herald today I noticed you feeds seem quite indifferent to his presasked about the poem 'The Nurse'. ~e ence.
.have one printed and framed in our
home that our daughter, Donald~, had r
given to her by another nurse while s~e
was in training at Hill Crest hospital m
Minneapolis. That was over 20 years ago.
One of the nurses did some painting in
blue forget-me-nots on the border of the
poem. I prize it all very much as my
daughter sent it to me. I do not know the
author but I understand one of the nur5es in training with Donalda composed it
but maybe I am wrong. Was this young
lady a nurse, for probably it might be
the same girl."
·

*

*

*

SUCH· INCIDENTS BRING TO MIND
Lo~gfellow's poem ·"The Arrow and the
Song." It is familiar, but perhaps many
who would enjoy it have not immediate
•ccess to it. It merits a place in my scrap

I

.

.

.

SALVAGE FROM THE JUNK PILE:
WASHINGTON - A civil · defense mis·
.··ion which recently returned from Lon( on has recommended to the . American .
·.: efense authorities .,the finge:r.,printing of
all the people· in the United · States as a means of
identification in case of
air raids. The plan has
been found useful in Britain and it is urged for
this country just in case.

*

*

*

ONEOTA, N. Y.-Last
fall someone hurled a
ripe tomato at a picture
of Wendell Willkie which
was displayed in the window of Donald Baird's
residence. Now the Bair
. family is picking ripe to. ,matoes from a ·piant that grew under the
window from one of the seeds of the
tomato.

* ·*

*

NEW YORK-CARL . BERGLUND, A
: --cesident of Long Island, ·drove his car
.:30 miles an hour on a New York City
. street and was taken into court for ex. ceeding the speed limit. He admitted the
· ariving charge, but explained that he did
not know that he was in .a ~city as .he had
<seen no sign notifying him of the fact.
His explanation was accepted and ·he was
discharged, the judge finding that the
entrance to the city was not properly
marked. A .better sign .is to be placed so
· that tourists may know that they are in
New York City.
·

two female compani s, are said to have
held up a small gro ry store and walked
off with a dozen cans of caviar. This Barrow is a brother of Clyde and Buck Barrow, notorious outlaws who ·were killed
in gunfights with police in 1934. Clyde
and his guntoting sweetheart were killed
in Louisiana and Buck was killed in Iowa.
Nice family.

*

*

*

TRENTON, N. J.-SOMEWHERE IN \
New ~ersey, New York or Philadelphia
there 1s an _e gg dealer who has in his
stock an egg worth $25, but nobody
knows where the grocer is-or the egg. ,
In J:ersey they have ofticial egg auctions,
and in accordance with custom, when the
millionth egg . was sold at the recent auction it was stamped with the state seal°
and autographed by the secretary of agricultur~· and was wrapped in a note cer, tifying that it would be redeemed for $25.
Then they lost track of the purchaser of
the case containing that egg.

*

*

*

PHILADELPHIA - AS AN EXPERTment an oil company has installed six
girls as service station attendants. Tastily
uniformed, with Sam Browne belts and
overseas caps, the gas girls will sell gas
and oil; wipe windshields · and do the
lighter work about the station, leaving
the heavier jobs to m~n . . (Note-If the
oil company were to take a trip around
the country it would find that employing
girls as station attendants is not altogether an experiment. There must be
several thousand girls and women · who
are not only doing the lighter jobs about
*
*
gas stations, but running the whole
HAMILTON, BERMUDA - A NEW thing.)
* * *
York young ·man sassed the official cenLOS ANGELES - WOMEN ARE BEsor for opening and reading a letter
· which he. had written to his sweetheart. ing recruited for parachutist service with ·
the California state guard. They will be
He was fined £10.
equipped to give blood transfusions and
*
*
*
COLORADO .SPRINGS, COLO.-Snow- administer other treatment to war casualplows were brought out to clear the Den- ties.
* * *
ver highway of hail which lay on the road
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND-INnine' inches ·deep after a storm which
swept over the mountains. About the habitants of the Cook islands have sent a
same time Edmonton, Alberta and points protest to the New Zealand parliament
because of the decision not to . recruit isnorth were covered with snow.
landers for military service abroad. The
-* * *
KANSAS CITY - POLICE AlRE SEEK· · islanders say that they have two thouing L. C. Bai;:row, who, with one male and sand good fighting men who are champ-lng at the bit, eager to get ipto the fray.

*

MIKE McGINTY, EMPLOYED TEMporarily as a subway watchman in New
York, wanted a steady job. He wrote an
application and left it one evening at
the home of the secretary of the transportation service. N Qt only
did he leave the application, but with it he left
an envelope containing
$1,000 in bills-just a little present for the secre~
tary. The secretary turned the money over to the
police and Mike was arrested for attempted bribery.
By his attorney Mike
is described as ''naive,"
which seems to be about
right. He seems also to
1:)avles
lack a sense of prop ortlon. The job which he sought pays $1,800
.1 year. The thousand dollars which he
was willing to invest in it was the total
.3um of his savings. Not many would ·be
willing to pay a thousand dollars for a
job of that size.

Mike, but ~ hope they treated him gentl
I hope he got his thousand dollars back
for almost certainly he needs it, and I'
like to know t~at he still has his old job ·
He is not a criminal or a menace to society, but just- a child who had never
grown up.

*

*

*

MIKE . REALLY BELONGS A FEW
generations back, in a period when bribe:y was _one of the recognized ways of
doing business. That is not to say that
there are not cases of bribery now. There
are altogether too many of them. But the
public attitude toward bribery has changed. Of course, in · theory, society has always condemned bribery. Away back in
Old Testament times it was recognized
as fill offense. In Magna Chart a, signed
seven hundred years ago, King John
pledged himself to "sell to no man and
deny to no man either justice or right."
But most of the pronouncements were
mere lip service, and it was expected that
the man who held a public office would
* * . ·•
s~ll the ~av~rs which . he was in a posiASIDE FROM ALL THAT, THE tion to distribute. Officials high and low
chances are that Mike is completely did just that without losing caste.
mystified over the disturbance caused by
*
*
his method of getting himself a job.
MIKE M'GINTY UNDERTOOK TO DO
He wanted a job. and was willing to pay what he believed to be the usual cusfor it. The secretary could help him to tom, a custom which appeared to him
.g et the job and was entitled to a sub- fair and reasonable. Living, probably, in
stantial honorarium for the friendly serv- a Tammany environment, he had not
ice which he was expected to perform.
learned that society has taken a more
* * *
positive attitude on some questions inTHE CHANCES ARE THAT MIKE IS ~olvin~ _right and wrong. There are puba perfectly honest chap who was consci- he officials who accept bribes, but they
ous of no impropriety in what he was dare not do so openly. And detection
trying to do. He had lived in an atmos- means scandal, with the strong probabiliphere in which payment for favors was · ty of punishment. There are still evildoconsidered right and reasonable, and he ers, but. by and large our standards have
~asn'~ asking a1:yone to do something been raised.
:ror h1~ for nothing, and as a matter of
·
* ·* *
fair dealing he was ready to do his part.
THE FACT THAT THE CASE OF
I don't know what they've done with Mike McGinty attracts attention is of itself evidence of a change in standards.
Mike's case is by no means unique. Here
and there are persons who in this respect
are out of step. Society has moved forward while ·they. stood still, and in per.f ect innocence they seek to employ the
methods which may have been considered
regular and normal by their great-grandfathers.

*

WI1'H REFERENCE TO THE POEM instead of dealing with mllitary cam•
'The Nurse,•• Mrs. D. E. Weaver of Webster, N. W. writes that she has the poem
a booklet by Don McNeill, who says
that it was written by a
nurse and given to l1hn
several y
'QO, As
in the other cases hi
which the
m has
come to Ugh ,
ship hlbot given. It may
be that the author wished to remain unknown,
or, perhaps, her name
was drop
ally and the
since been circulated anonymously.

palgns, as so many books about that
period, it is devoted to description of
life in Washington itself. In reading
the book one
the impression that
he is llving In ~ looking out
upon the country, an4 beblg pa.rt of the
com~ life of the capital in a time
--·-- ~ of alt
g terror and

g•

W ~ N IN
E DAYS
was a hotbed of fritrigue, political and
social, though the capt~ Qt the
· ,
it was more BQuthern ttum northern, and
~ o n ~athy was pronounced and
active. It was a prize for which battles
were fought; through it marched northern armies on their way to the front
*
I HEREBY RETURN
Davlea
and into it were returned the thousands
thanks to George Dryof wounded to be treated in poorly
burg of E
collectlon at ripe equipped hospitals by methods fn>m.
plums fro
ff!.
abof three varieties,
and an unnamed variety whose 0
Mr. Dryburg does not remember whose
WE ARE GIVEN PICTURES OF
:flaver reseQlbles that of pineapple. The coin, weary, badgered by. ,..ittlclana' 'and
fruit is all large, plump and ripe, and office-seekers, trying to organize the naMr. Dryburg says that his trees were tion for a war with leaders of his QWD
loaded with the :fruit this year. He party in conspiracy against him,
thinks
es fine :fruit right to find military leaders in the mob w ch
here as
surrounded him and,.
g gen-.....;,; ,erals who were often jealous, q1181ftlDURING HIS MANY
some and
t. The book gives
farming Mr. Dryburg has also gone into one close-ups of a
that was thoroughhorticulture in a most effective way. ly dramatic, sometimes sordid and
:Years a o his
n of Dahlias was shameful, and sometimes grand and
famous,
severely noble.
during the drouth period. Now his fruit
orchard is thriving and yielding well.

* *

*

*

*

*

I OFTEN WONDER THAT MORE

~ to fruit growing
Dakota farms. It is quite
true that an unprotected orchard will
not thrive on the o
there
are few sections
akota where
trees will not grow if given proper
eare. And wherever there are groves or
shelter belts fruit can be gro~ Apples
as fine as any that I have Mi- eaten
were grown in North Dakota. Many
varieties of plums and several of grapes
can be grown here successfully, and
!forth Dakota strawberries and raspberries cannot be excelled anywhere.

attention. Is-

on North

*

*

*

fall to the

ITS

are
consumed by the birds. Those fruits
can be naturalized in the farm grove.
lt is quite true that in this territory
fruit blossoms may be caught by late
spring frosts or the fruit by early frosts
In the fall. But hazards are encountered in the production of any crop anywhere. Rust and grasshoppers sometimes attack our wheat, but we keep on
growing wheat. I am not suggesting
fruitgrowing in N'otth Dakqta on a
large scale and on a cornmerc!1al basis.
But in most years choice fruits can be
grown here for family use, and apart
from commercial values there is a thrill
In picking your own fruit off your own
trees which compensates for all the labor
involved.

*

*

*

I HAVE ~EN READ;ING WITH
great interest "Revellie In Washington,"
a new Harper book by Margaret Leech,
and I have found it fascinating. It deals
entir~ with the Civil war period, but

HOW LONG CAN A TO D LIV~
wit:eout food or ·air? A frien has just
referred to an article in which it is stateed that a toad discoViered embedded in
cement was found living and apparently
in g~od health when the
cement was broken · although the material was
part of the foundation
of a building that had
lain undisturbed for hundreds of years. My friend
asks if such a thing is
possible.
There have been in·
numerable stories of
this kind, but so far as I
· am aware, there is no
positive and indisputable
e vi d en c e to support
Davies
them. As the toad is a
burrowing animal it is not strange that
toads have been found occasionally where
old foundations were being disturbed, nor
is it strange that workmen have sometimes been convinced that the toads had
been encased in the cement, but I think
there is no case of the kind .on record in
which the circumstances were such as to
excluded error or fraud. In its winter burrow, where their is no food and air is
scant, the toad can live for a considerable
time in a state of partly suspended animation. I think the scientists are agreed
that the stories about toads surviving
centuries of burial in cement have originated either in inaccurate observation or a
desire to spring a sensation.

*

* *

MANY OF US CAN REMEMBER THE
''Egyptian wheat" fake of many years
ago. In the sales promotion circulars and
talks it was represented that a few ker·
nels of wheat had been recovered from
the tomb of an Egyptian king with whom
it had been buried thousands of years
ago; that the dry Egyptian air had prevented its deterioriation and preserved
its vitality; that those kernels had been
, planted and from them had grown wheat
of unusually fine quality and far more
productive than any modern wheat.
Wheat from such plants had been grown
through several seasons, and quantities
of this marvelous seed were now offered
for sale at prices ranging from several
dollars a peck to many dollars a bushel.
Credulous farmers bought the seed and
planted it, and were rewarded with moderate crops of just such wheat as they
had been growing. The "Egyptian wheat"
was just ordinary wheat such as could

have been bought on the market at ordinary prices. Neither it nor its ancestors !
had ever been near Egypt.
I

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

*

MY RECOLLECTION IS THAT ACcording to the archaeologists no wheat
has been found in any of the Egyptian
tombs that have been excavated. At any
rate, if there has been any such wheat it
has never grown. And careful experiments have shown that even under the
most favorable conditions the vitality of
the wheat germ can be preserved for
only a few years.
PERSISTENCE OF SEED VITALITY
varies with the species· of plant. Some
flower seeds begin to deteriorate after
the first year and are dead after two or
three seasons. Some may germinate
properly after several years. Farmers
know that the seed · of wild mustard
seems to be almost indestructible. Fields
which have produced no mustard for sev_eral years have produced big crops of
the weed after deep plowing had brought
to the surface seed that has lain in the
ground for years. The theory is, I believe
that the oil in the seed preserves it. · But:
so far as is known, the life of all seeds
is limited to :relatively few years.
THE "EGYPTIAN WHEAT" FAKE
reminds me of another fraud by which
many farmers were victimized. That involved the sale of hulless oats seed. The
oat has a hard hull which has to be removed in milling. Years ago salesmen appeared with oats without hulls, which
they offered for sale in my neighborhood
at $10 a bushel. 'They required no cash
payment, but took the farmer's note for
hfs purchase. They sought orders only
from substantial farmers whose credit
was good. Attached to each note was a
guarantee that the sales outfti would
buy the entire yield from the seed purchased, paying $8.00 per bushel.
THE SEED.WAS PLANTED AND IT
produced hulless oats, just like the original, but there was no purchaser visible.
The farmer ·was notified by a bank that
it held his note and he was ·invited ' to ,
pay. The farmer called attention to the
guarantee which had been attached to
the note, but the bank knew nothing
about that. The guarantee had been separated from the original document, and
all that was left was the farmer's straight
note, which the bank had bought in good
faith. The farmer paid, and fed his hulless oats to the chickens.

INVOLVED IN THE LAUNCHING OF A TOR-

pedo against an American' destroyer in the north
Atlantic is the possibility, though not the certainty, that the status of the United States may
be changed immediately . from
that of a source of supply to a
shooting belligerent in the present war. Whether or not that
change shal~ take place at once
seems to depend chiefly on the
course and attitude of Germany.
Certainly there will be no change
in the declared purpose of the
United States, which is to aid,
by whatever means may be necessary, in the destruction ,· of that
m8Jignant force of which Hitl~r
is the organizer an~ symbol.

* .*

*

IMMEDIATELY AFTER TllE TORPEDO IN·

antagonist now, his first move in that direction
would scarcely have been on such a minor seal
as that in the recent submarine attack. In th
past his attacks have been made without prov ·
cation. In the case of the United States hs has
had abundant provocation in the fact that the
United States _is. his declared enemy and the
enemy of everything for whic~ he stands.

* * *

IN ISOLATIONIST CIRCLES NUMEROUS

stories have been circulated alleging that British
representatives in Washington have been running
up bills for extravagant living and charging the
expenses to the lease~lend fund. Among these alleged charges were -those for huge cafe and restaurant bills for rare wines and liquors and costly food and for hotel bills for luxurious quarters.
One story was that the British agents had ordered 100 portable air-conditioning units in their
hotel rooms, these being charged to the lease-lend
iund to be paid ultimately by American tax payers. The air-(;onditioning story was repeated by
Senator Nye in his recent address in Grand
Forks.
t·

cident Nazi authorities denied knowledge of it.
Among the possibilities to be taken into account
are: That the German leaders knew of the attack,
but wished to conceal their knowledge; that the
attack was in a chance encounter of which Berlin
* * *
WHEN PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT WAS
had not been informed; that the American destroyer Greer had been mistaken ~or one of the. asked about these stories at a recent press con- I
practically duplicate destroyers formerly· turned ference he denounced them all as wicked lies
which he said were being circulated in an organ~ over to Great Britain.
ized ~ampaign to sabotage the defense effort. In
its current issue the magazine "Time" has the
*
THERE IS SMALL PROSPECT THAT THIS following comment on the subject:
incident of itself will lead to open war. Despite
* .* *
confusion of counsel on a multitude of details, the
"THE BIGGEST SINGLE FACT ON WHICH
American administration, the American congress all these stories was based was obviously untrue:
~nd the American people have made clear their no cash changes hands in lend-lease transactions.
conviction that Hitlerism is a menace which must The British cannot possibly charge such items,
be destroyed, and their determination that this as lend-lease is guided as much by what the Unitnation shall do whatever may be most effective ed States needs as by what England needs, is confor the achievement of that purpose. Thus far it cerned primarily with guns, tanks, planes, more
has appeared that the most useful means that . and more with the direct shipment of foodstuffs.
the United States could employ toward that end
"But_the fact that such a story could be print. :was to supply material to those who are actually ed revealed how little the average United States
fighting Hitler in the field, on the sea and in the citizen understood such a complex procedure. The
air. It would be absurd if that attitude were to be story was easy to understand; and some isolachanged by a single and comparatively trivial in- tionists even professed a grudging admiration for
•ident.
British sharpness-making it seem all the truer."

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

ON THE OTHER HAND, HITLER NEEDS

I HAVE SEEN NO ACCOUNT OF SENATOR

trifling incident to induce him to declare war
against the United States. He wages war as he
pleases, and if he had intended to take on a new

Nye's ·withdrawal of the charge that he made at
Grand Forks, or of his substantiating it in any
manner.

nQ

::,/

DEATH CAME IN TERRIBLE FORM
·~ o those three children in an eastern city
Nho, while at play., were drenched with
mrning gasoline from an army plane
-.vhf ch had taken fire and
~rashed near them. One
·~~an sympathize deeply
with the sorrow-stricken
~nother who wrote to
-Mrs. Roosevelt that her
~nfluence be used on be11alf of regulations which
would, as. far as possible,
}resent the flying of
9lanes o v e r crowded
cities at low altitudes.

* *

is no changing it. ;The morni~g-glory
makes a right-handed spiral-at least,
mine do. But its blossoms spiraled in the
opposite direction~ The .well-developed but
unopened blossom,.is ·very neatly twisted
to a sharp point, and the spiral is oppo·
·site to that formed by ~he climbing plant.

*

IT MAY WELL BE
that under the strain to , D
which she had been subav1es
jected that mother was mistaken suppos~-ng the army people who were in contact
with the tragedy to be cold and brutal.
One does not always judge fairly ..when
in emotional stress. ·But it is an unfor~unate fact that there are some men in
the army who seem to have no conception
of their reponsibility to the plain people
of the United States. Those of that fortunately small group appear to think
that a uniform an~ a pair of shoulderstraps make of them superior beings, no
longer required to observe the rules of
decent conduct. The army can do itself
no better service than to demonstrate its
utter intolerance of that spirit.

*

*

*

*

*

*

IN CONCEDING THAT IT WAS
their submarine that · exchanged shots
with an American destroyer the'. Nazis
deprived Senator' Nye of an opportunity
to suggest that it was a British submarine disguised as a German that launched the torpedoes. Mr. Nye had an idea
of that kind after the Robin Moor was
sunk; but the Germans spoiled it by owning up and threatening to do more of the .
same.
JOHN HESKETH SAYS THAT ON
his farm . near Gilby it rained every day
1or seventeen days in succession, then
let up for a couple of days and started
in again. The rain was not uniform;
ranging from a mere sprinkle to a
downpour, but it rained.

* *
SAM URAN *IS MOUNTRAIL'S
NEW
county commissioner. · The Stanley Sun
says Sam · didn't ask for the office and
up to last Wednesday he hadn't ma(le
up his mind whether to take this one or
not. But the Sun man went to interview
Sam and found him moving a granary.
The conversation, according to the Sun,
ran about like this:
Know what you're letting yourself in
for, don't you Sam?
Guess so. People will be wantin' most
everything that the county can't afford,
won't they?
,
Yes, and, then some.
Well, I can holler 'no' louder than
heck.
You'll make · one of the best county
commissioners that Mountrail county
ever had.
And that's Sam Uran as the editor met
him Wednesday, just before dinner time
while he was moving a granary.
1

*

*

* *

*

*

DOUBTLESS IT IS NECESSARY AT
times for army planes to fly over cities.
But it is not necessary for them to fly so
low as to be at once a nuisance and a
menace. Nor it is necessary, or excusable,
for inexperienced students to be permitted to fly over crowded centers at all.
And the flier who has the idea that a
plane is a plaything with which to play
tricks on other people should have that
notion eradicated from his system by disciplinary measures which will take hold
and leave their marks.
SOMEBODY WANTS TO KNOW WHY

Hitler began to hit, what made Stalin
stall, and what good it did Mussolini to
muscle in. I'm sure I can't tell him.

*

*

*

THE HABITS OF PLANTS ARE BE. ·
yond understanding. Take the climbers, .
for instance. I know I have written about
the habit that some twining plants have
of turning alays one way. Whether the
plant be given to right or left turns there

WHEN PREMIER ~CKENZIE !ING
l>f Canada addressed a gathering of anadian soldiers in England he was g eted
with cheers, also with . some boos. The
Canadians abroad, it is reported, are dis.
satisfied because . they
have not had a chance to
get into the fighting.
Those in England naturally dislike being kept at
guard duty when there
is fightjng going on all
around them. Further,
Australians and New
Zealanders have been
giving a good account of
themselves in Africa and
the Mediterranean area,
and many of the Canadians feel themselves
Davies
slighted in being kept in
the background. In all probability the
Canadians now in Great Britain are less
well informed concerning Canada's part
in the war than are Canadians at home
and the people of the United States. At
this distance there is the advantage of
better perspective than is available to
those who are nearer the center of
things. An official publication on "Canada at War" tells something of what Canada ls actually doing.

return d. Canadians were landed in
Franc , prepared to take their part in
opefAtions ther~, but the collapse of
France made necessary their withdrawal
together with other British troops.

*

·*

*

*

*

SOME OF THE CANADIAN UNITS
are in Britain, doing useful work of various kinds. Others are in Newfoundland
the West Indies and Gibralter. Until th~
American occupation of Iceland Canadian
troops were also stationed there to ·guard
against a German attack. In the several
services there are now 90,000 Canadians
'in service overseas. These are all volunteers, as Canada has no conscription for
overseas service.

*"

MANY CANADIANS HAVE DEMAND-

ed complete conscription. Men are drafted
for _domestic service, and are given opportumty to volunteer for service abroad.
The response has been all that was expected, and more, for there are many communities 100 per oent of whose quotas
drafted for domestic service have volunteered for service abroad. The demand for
general constcription is not due to the
need for more men, but to the .feeling
that the yolunteer system creates opportunity f ~r slackers. The reason for the
present arrangement is that sentiment in
*
* *
the
province of Quebec is definitely opTHE UNWELCOME QUIET WHICH
posed
to conscription, and the governsome of the Canadians overseas are exment
has
not wished to antagonize Queperiencing is confined to _the army units. bec.
Both naval and air forces have been active and have abundantly demonstrated
both their fighting ability and their useCAN AD A ' S WAR EXPENDITURE
fulness. Canadian ships have destroyed for the current year is estimated at someenemy submarines and surface vessels where between 2,100 and 2,350 millio
and have assisted in the evacuation of be- dollars, a sum which equals 40 per cen
leagured troops at Dunkerque and Crete. of the total income of the country. O
Canadian ships are now patrolling. the the basis of population that would b
Mediterranean guarding the landing of equivalent to the· expenditure of $35,000,
supplies for the beseiged garrison at To- 000,000 for the United States. Canadia
bruk. Canadian airmen are carrying their armed forces abroad are armed, equippe
full load and have won distinction both in , and maintained by their own government
guarding Britain from enemy attacks and in addition Canada is . sending t
and in raiding the enemy's ports and Great Britain vast quantities of supplie
military centers.
. the purchase of which _is financed largel
* * *
by the Canadian government. Canadian
THE FACT THAT CANADIAN ARMY purchases from the United States this
units have not had a greater share in the yec:r "':ill approximate a billion . dollars,
conflict is ascribed by the official bulletin w~1ch 1s twice her pre-war impor from
to "bad luck." In April of 1940 Canadian this c_ountry. Half of this sum is for war
troops were on their way to Narvik, Nor- supplies. Canadian contributions to the
way when the id~a of a landing at that war effort include not only raw materials
port was abandoned and the expeditiov from farm, mine and .forest, buf ma.nu,
factured goods as well. For those manufactures Canada buys in the United States
many parts which are not produced at
home. Canadian purchases are not included in the lease-lend program for aid to
Great Britain. On the contrary Canada
is making important advance~ to the
United Kingdom herself.

* * *

THERE IS SOMETHING INTEREST·
Ing in dating a flower garden, that is, in
noting the dates on which certain plants
come into bloom and then checking one
season with another. I
have never been system•
atic to do this with any
thoroughness, but some
dates recorded last year
have proved interesting
as a basis of comparison
with this year. Thus far
the only marked differe nee that I have noted in
the blooming time of the
various plants is in the
ca.se of lilacs. In 1940
pictures were taken on
June 5 of lilacs which
flavles
were then at the height
of. -their bloom. This year the lilacs were
:fully two weeks earlier and were prac..tically gone by June 5. I think the lilac
crop of 1940 was the finest I have ever
seen. With other plants the two seasons
seem to have run about parallel in point
et time.

*

*

*

•

*

*

usually we were far from grain fields.
But the country was alive with ducks, and

for them a shotgun was brought into use.

NATURE IS iAVISH IN {iER DIStribution of color, and in any general assortment of flowers one may find almost
all the colors are combinations of color
that are possible, but with all her lavishneijs nature usually apportions only two
of the primary colors, red, yellow and
blue, to a species. Thus we have roses
in ..all conceivable shades of red and yellow but who has seen a blue rose? Petunias run to red and blue and their combinations, but no yellows. Zinnias show ·
brilliant combinations of red and yellow,
but not of blues. We have red marigolds
and. yellow ones, but I know of no blue
ones.
THIS GENERAL RULE SEEMS TO
be fairly consistent through the families

of £lowering plants, though there are exceptions. In tulips we have all three colors, though the florists have not succeeded in developing a Darwin yellow that is
dependable as to color, and the large yellow tulips that one sees are usually cot- 1
tage tulips. Cosmos comes in all sorts of
reds and blues, and we also have an orange cosmos, but this seems to be almost
a djstinct spec·es, and its seed is much
slower to germinate than that of the ordinary cosmos.

*

*

*

SIXTY YEARS AGO OUR SURVEYfng crew in the James river valley carried
a ,shotgun and a rifle as part of its equip·
ment. Ours was a working, and not a
hunting expedition, and the weapons were
usually idle Occasionally there · was a
shot at an antelope hen there was time
to coax one within range. We had no oth
er qse for the rifle. The buffalo were
gone. We saw few prairie chickens or
other members · of the grouse family, for

*

*

* *

*

*

THE MEAT SUPPLY WHICH WE
carried consisted of ham, spiced roll and
canned meats and fish., and an occasional
duck was most acceptable. If there were
any game laws nobody had told us about
them, and in general when we saw a
bird that looked as if it might be good to
eat we shot it without inquiring into its
ancestry. Duck, fried in bacon fat in a
frying pan over an open fire, salted, peppered and sprinkled with flour so it will
brown, is good .-eating, especially after a
day spent in walking miles and miles in
the open air. The knowledge of hunting
which· I have retained since that summer
amounts to about this: That ducks swim
and chickens don't,· and that a mallard
duck is bigger than a teal. If I should go
hunting now I should be afraid to fire a
shot for fear of killing the wrong kind
of bird. I wouldn't know the difference.
WHEN PREMIER KING OF CANADA
was in England he learned that Canadian
soldiers there were champing at the bit
in their eagerness to get where there was
something doing. Perhaps it was on that
account that Canadian units were sent as
part of the expedition to take over Spitzbergen and destroy the co~l mines. And
how disgusted those Canadians must have
been to make the round trip and _n ot see
a Gertnan, going or coming!

ticatlons were always
e, g
terms, which, when analyzed, meant D9.tb.·
g at all except tha\ on certain specifteci
dates there was likely to be some weijth·
er somewhere. And, usually there was.
Then there was Foster, whose newspaper
forecasts were 'along about the same
line, and which had a considerable following for several years. Those also have
n discontinued, so !ar as I know. One
curious thing is that while many persons
professed laith in such forecasts, I can
recall no case in which any person govrned his action by them. They believed in
rinciple, but didn't go so far as to give
the principle ~c:11 application.

.

..

THERE IS A STRAIN OF MYS1iitJSM
fn many minds which leads to strange
ullty in anythin,I{ over which a doud
f mystery is cast. The weather faker
alks 1n unintelligible lerms about the
nfluence of the planets and the signs of
he zodiac, ~d ~ l e think there must
soinethCnj lll it. Gt that b'N was tt-.
ld Scottish Jw who, afte~'.-llstening to
the new preacher, said enthusiastically,
'Yon was a graund sermon! I couldna

I N ~ HOLY LAND EXHIBIT NOW
cm display at the city auditorium there
ate innumerable features of absorbing
interest. Among other things, the exhibit
is· a mechanical and artistic marvel, unique ·in the
,f.ield of reproduction.
Scenes · in the ancient
eity of Jerusalem, around
1.'he sea of Galilee, shepherds watching their
}locks, fishermen drawing .their nets, all are
shown with remarkable
faithfulness of detail and
accuracy of coloring. The
spectator is l o s t in
amazement that human
hands could construct
and assemble mo many
Davies
thousands of pieces, transport them from
place to place and reassemble them without confusion so as to preserve the accuracy and artistic beauty of the setting.
Never before have scenes covering so
great an area been reproduced on such a
scale and in such minuteness of detail.

*

*

*

. THESE FEATURES, HOWEVER, AC·
count !or only a part of the interest which
attaches to this exhibit. Relatively small
fn area, the Holy land is the stage upon
which have been enacted some of the most
dramatic scenes in human history. It was,
the home ot the patriarchs whose history
fs recorded in the Old Testament. It wit·
nessed the rise and fall of successive
royal dynasties. There David played his
harp before King Saul, and · there Solomon built his temple. It was there that
Jesus of Nazareth was born and baptb:ed, thrilled the common people with
his messages of hope and comfort, suf·
fered death on the cross, and gave to the
world a religious concept that goes to the
very foundations of human existence.

*

*

..

'It.. VAST VOLUME OF LITERATURE

has dealt with the histocy, geography and
social, political and religious life of the
·Holy Land, and the~subject has been one
of absorbing human study through ma~y
generations. Great multitudes have made

pilgrirrlages _there to see for themselves /
the setting m which those great scenes ·
were enacted. To the greater multitudes
who have not enjoyed that privilege this
exhibit affords a priceless opportunity.
During the pe;riod of the. Minnesota. state
fair the exhibit was crowd~d day after
day, and to the thousands who saw it
examin~tion of it proved to be one of the
most satisfactory experiences at the fair.
An hour or two spent at the auditorium
while the exhibit is still here· will give
impressions of an enthralling. subject
which will last for a lifetime.
'

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

· AN ITEM IN THE THIRTY YEARS
ago department of the Herald records that
thirty years ago the Gentr.y circus was in
town. That recalls a bit of entertainment
history which many persons have forgotten. The paragraph does not say whether
or not that was the first appearance of
the Gentry show in town. If it was, it
wasn't a circus at all in the ordinary acceptation of that word.
"DR.." GENTRY-I DON'T KNOW
know where he got the ·title-was a lover
of animals who was unusually successful
in teaching them tricks. ~e got a lot of
dogs together and entertained small
crowds by exhibiting them. Then he added
a few trained poines and took the road
with what was billed as the Gentry dog
and pony show. It was just that. There
wasn't a human performer or an animal
of any kind except the dogs and ponies.
The show was a modest little affair, traveling, I think, in one car, and showing in
a single small tent.
THOSE WERE THE DAYS OF THE
circus parades, which have since been
abandoned, mare's the pity, and every
show, from the Ringling circus to Uncle
Tom's cabin, had to have a street parade.
In compliance with custom, Gentry paraded his show. He had no parade wagons
or other flamboyant equipment, but he
did the best he could. He hired three or
four local hacks, hitched his ponies to
them, posed his dogs in tableau form in
the seats, and thus traversed the city
streets. His animals were well trained
and they put on a good show. But the
real flavor of the show was impaired as
Gentry began to expand. He came back
another year with an elephant or two, and
each year other features were added until
the show became pretty much .like any
other small circus. Then it was absorbed
by one of the big concerns and I lost
track of it.

tinent and the world. British statesmen, with
attempt by a German submarine to torpedo the · others, sought to avert that · catastrophe. They
American destroyer Greer he said specifically argued and pleaded, but for a time Hitler refused
and without . disqualification that the submarine to listen. Then, at that historic Munich meet.
fired first. Nazi headquarters ing, a compact was made. The Czechs agreed to
in Berlin have said that the de- the cession to Germany of those portions of their
stroyer fired first. The presi~ country where the population was distinctly Gerdent's statement was based on man. In the interest of peace Britain and France
the report of the incident made advised that concession, and Hitler accepted it,
by the commander of the de- declaring solemnly; that he had no desire for
stroyer. Unhesitatingly I ac- further territory in Europe.
cept the statement of an Amer*· * *
ican naval officer in preference
MOST OF US .R~MEMBER THE FEELING
to anything that comes out of with which news of that C<?mpact was received. all
Berlin. The submarine fired first. over the world. Few liked the terms imposed on
Actually, however, the order in the Czechs, but at any rate the prospect of a great
which the firing was done is of war was averted, and the world longed. passionDavies
only minor consequence. When ately for peace. Six months passed and Hitler
Hitler c.~clared his purpose to subjugate the sent his armored tanks .and his bombing squadworld and launched his program to effect that rons into Czechoslovakia, wrecked its cities and
purpose by striking at lesser nations which were slaughtered its inhabitants and gobbled up what
unprepared to resist him, there was ample justi- was left of the country. Still other nations waitfication for the employment against him by the ed, hoping that the monster's appetite was at last
United States or any other liberty-loving nation satisfied. Six months later came the attack on
·
of whatever means might seem best calculated Poland, and the war was on.
to check and destroy him. The fact that the Unit'
* *
ed States did not immediately begin to shoot was
BRITAIN COULD HAVE MADE ANOTHER
not due to .:absence of the right to shoot. Other . peace with Hitler. She could make peace now.
methods were employed for the time · being as a But all the world knows what such a peace would
matter of choice, but at any tim~ since the war be w:orth. No matter how generous its terms, no
began the United States would have been justi- matter how emphatically Hitler might declare
fied in attacking and sinking Germari ships at his good intentions, a compact with him would
sight, wherever they might be found.
be worth no more than his compact with Czechoslovakia was worth. The British people know
* * *
LINDBERGH SAID AT DES MOINES THAT that, and they will not make peace with Hitler
he believed that if it had not ·been for the hope on any terms. They know that their nation or
that the. United States could . be maqe respon- Hitler must be destroyed.
.sible for the war, · financially · as · well as mili* * *
tarily, "England would have negotiated a peace
WE IN THIS ' COUNTRY COULD HAVE
in Europe many months ago and would be bet- peace with Hitler, peace of a kind, and at a price.
If we ·should recall all our ships from wherever
ter off for doing so.''
they
may be on the seven seas and close our ports
*
*
THAT ENGLAND COULD HAVE MADE so that neither food nor munitions could be sent
peace with Germany months ago is indisputable. to those who are fighting Hitler, we should be
In fact, it is not many months-three years, to . secure, temporarily. Then, when Britain had
be exact-since she did just that thing. Hitler had been rendered helpless by lack of. material, when
been threatening war.' Already he had invaded her island had been invaded and her navy capAustria. Then, during the summer of 1938, he tured or ·sunk, the people of the United States
menaced Czechoslovakia. There was the pros- would learn through ·actual . experience what a
,
pect of an eruption which would shake the con- peace with Hitler means.
WHEN THE PRESIDENT DISCUSSED THE

'*

1

*.

IN HIS SPEECH BEFORE THE
ichstag the German chancellor refer•
r to the fact that Preside~t Wilson had ·
given notice of an extra session of congress for the following week to decide the
question of war or peace between, the
United States. and Germany. Commenting

A . CORRESPONDENT WHO H.A.S
·1een a faitttful reader of this column
~ver since it was launched reports th~t
often he has been on the point of wnt~ng concerning something that has appeared herein but each
time he has let the good
. intention subside ~1th·
out action. .Now he actu-

on tne relations between the two coun•
tries the cqancellor said:

' ally writes:

''Over the years there
have been many discus•
sions that made me want
to talk back at you. That
is why the letters that
were never sent grew to
such a total. I was especially pleased by your
campaign against curli·
.
cues in magazine article
DaVIes
headings, and your apparent success. I thought surely ypur
readers would call for help when magazines went crazy over color, printing every color ink on every color paper. They
are backing up somewhat, but are still
bad enough. But I suppose the designer
of colored tollet paper had to have a job."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

''GERMANY NEVER HAD THE
slightest intention of attacking the United States of America and does not have
such intention now. It never desired war
against the United States of' America and
does not desire it now. 0
.
That reads very much as if Hit~er might
have said it.
OF THE WASHINGTON REACTION
to the chancellor's speech the paper's
Washington correspondent writes: ·
"If Germany says .flatly she will aban·
don submarine warfare, the United States
would want something more definite than
a promise. A year ago Germany promised
and eight months later violated her word.
"But from the statement of Von Bethmann-Hollweg, it would seem that Germany has no intention of .abanaoning
ruthless submarine warfare.
"To the authorities the chancellor's
speech is regarded as an effort first to
show the German people that the United
States has forced war upon them and,
second, to encourage the pacifies! · mov.e·
ment in this country and especially . m
congress.

I AM AFRAID THE DESIGNERS OF
magazine headlines paid little attention
to what I wrote about th~m, but so long
as they seem inclined to mend thei~ ways
I am satisfied. ·

THE SAME CORRESPONDENT
sends a copy of the Chicago Herald of
March 30, 1917, which he found in an accumulation of old papers. It isn't a very
old paper, and there is nothing remarkable about it, but certain of its features
are interesting just at this time. The paper was published just a week before
congress, on the recommendation of
President Wilson, declared the existence
of a state · of war between the United
States and Germany, and in the. headlines and articles one is reminded how
history repeats itself.

"IF GERMANY "NEVER MAD THE
slightest intention of attacking the United
States;' as the chancellor alleges, why,
administration officials ask, have these
things happened:
l. "Wanton and unwarned destruction of
American lives and · American ships upon
the high seas.
2. "Dispatch by Herr Zimmermann,
* * *
"German minister for foreign affairs, of
THE BANNER HEADLINE ACROSS the .intercepted proposal for an alliance of
the front page of the old paper reads: Germany, Mexico and Japan.
"Want N.Q U. S. War, Says Hollweg." This
"Operations of German agents in
is followed by other lines reading: "De- Mexico designed to make that country
clares Germany never planned attack; inaugurate war against the United
says America is responsi.ble." "Puts onus · States.
on U. S." "Hollweg in Reichstag speech
4. "Activities of German agents in
asserts U-boat campaign is essential for South America intended to array some
defense."
of the states of that continent against
this country.
.
; 5. "Vast military activities, fortunate!y
l prevented, by German agents in the Umtl ed States.
6. ''Execution of plots and conspira..
cies against the internal peace and safety
of the United States."

a.

I

JN PUTMAN COUNTY, NEW YORK, in the election laws of most states. In the

a man was named by the Democratic New lork oase the judge who tried the
committee for a local office. He was
away on his vacation at the time and was
not aware of his indorsement until his
return, which was after
August 15. The prlniary
election was to take
place September 16, and
the law requires tllat.
one who has been deitgnated as a candidate
does not wish to serve he
may have his name with·
drawn only if he serves
notice of his wish 80
days before the election.
This candidate did not
'wish to serve, and on the
contrary he intended to
Davi•
¢8.mpaign for the RepubUean candidate for the position, but al·
thpugh he brought suit to have his name
Withdrawn his name appears on the bal·
There was no way out ot tt.

*

*

•

IN ANOTHER STATE THERE Wli;ftJi:
o Repuhlican candidates at the primary
~ o n for nQminatlon to a certain posi-

lion. One fell short by several hundred

otes.

But as the district is strongly Jleublican DO candlda\,! had filed for the
mocratic ~tton. :,\ ftKf J)e~ocrats
wrote on their ~ots the name of the mi·
nor Republican an<l he became there]:>y
the Democratic candidate.

*

*

*

THERE ARE MANY ABSURDITIES

case commented on the absurdity of the
law which he wu compelled to enforce.
HE> aa!d the attention of the legislature
bQ.d been drawn to this particular defect,
bjJt it had done nothing to cure it. It
would be a simple matter to require the
~ t ot the individual before his name
fa plaq!d on the ballot. Also, the practice
oi Wl'ltfng names on the ballot has been
responsible for many abuses. Those could
be avoided by providing that no votes
shall be counted other than those cast for
candidates who have been regularly nolll-!
inated and whose names are printed on
. the ballot.

* * *

THE GASLESS CLUB OF AMERICA
haa been organized. Its" members are bi·
cycle enthusiasts 8Jld they seek to populariZe tbe btke ftther than the auto as a
means of retttni aroun(l. A published picttiJe of a- aquad of club members about
i~ M8J't out tor a ride is somewhat sug&!Ntlve '01 the eighties of the last century, but there are differences. The brikes
ot the former period had high front
wheels and little rear wheels and the
costumes worn were decidedly different
.from those seen now. The modern worn•
an's bicycle is so constfucted as to accommodate a skirt, but that couldn't be
done with the high wheel. Women cyclists
had to wear knickers, and on that account
there was a strong feeUna that cycling
was no sport for a lady.

* * *

JIM CARNEY, ONCE A PROMINENT
pugilist and former Englwb U,htweight
champion died in Lo on the other day at
the age of 13. Carney was ona of the
few survivals of the bare-knuckle fight·
Ing which ~ms so strange in these days
of padded gloves. He was a well-built
chap, standing 5 feet I*, inchea and fighting at 128 pounds. If» :moat memorable
fight was with Jack McAultff, fought in
1887 in a barn near Boston for $4,500 a
side. The fight ran for 74 rounds and aft.
er five hours it wu declared a draw.
. Twice during the bout Carney left the
ring to knock out spectators whose be·
havior displeased him. His fight with
Jimmy Highlands was broken up by police when ringside betting had reached 2
to 1 on Carney. Highlands died a few days
lat'1': :trom injuries. ~ in the battle,
and Carney, convicted' oJ manslaughter,
served a prison sentence of six months at
hard labor.

* *

*

COMPLAINT IS MADE THAT SOME
of the eggs sent to England from this
country are bad when they reach the
consumer. Small wonder when one considers the hazards encountered in getting
them across. There is a superstition of
long standing that thunder will sour milk.
Isn't it possible that the concussion from
bombs exploding in the vicinity may ad·
dle eggs? There's something for the scientists tp investi ate.

* *

CREATING SENTI,
IJltnt with;;..;1a'-'"1o any great problem
:the picture became possible as a popu~ off
o~ after popular 9 ~
liad
er disguised, o
but
l)y trailc: event, which the whole world
wijnessed and by which It was 8hoclted.
Hitler had become a dictator; he had proclaimed his ambition; he had employed
Jtrutal methods of oppression; and in his
arlJldlloquent flights of rhetoric and his
dJtldlsh posturing he had invited the pen
df'.lhe· sat1riat
~ pencll of the carf.
eaturlst. The p l ~
public was
ready 1or
u Chaplain
:to ~ wit a sub
w ich Hitlel' himself had made ready and concerning
:wlllch the public had already fomied its
own definite opinion.

•

•

SUCH A
WOtJU> HAVE
~yed to ~ Nafs if public opinion
ha1 'not ~ formed, but even It
1t were•tntended to ln1luefl# pu
fol\. those who would attempt to suppres8
it m:: to force lts authors and exhibitors to
dtajlay ~ures calculated to
its
g on the th lee of
a .Gensorslrtp which, if admitted at all,
cair have'9i0 ~ end short of that authority over human thought which Hitler
c
tries now subject to hJa COD
'That
coJltrol if undertaken, cannot &e confined - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~
to the motion pleture. It must extend to
the radio, to the press, the pulpit, the
platform, and even, as now 1n Germany,
ill Norway, 1n Holland, 1n ~
to re:aaarks made by neighbor 0,:
and
even to -conversations among the members of the famllY wlthln the four walls
of the home. ,It ii that sort of censorship toward which the sub-committee
beaded by Senator Clark ls headed.

* * *

DURING THE DRY ,YEARS ATl'EN·

tion was directed to the Importance of
conserving water, , µ i ~ 0¥
e state
daRl8 have been built Id ·poola 'have been
dut to prevent such water as fell from
i'UJ1n1ng away. Now we are havJng
much rain 1n some I?laces, and 1n practically all parts of the state it rains
too often and the farmers can't set their
grain dry enou1h to thretilJ. Ji'k rather
~ that someone bam't 'eom8 1orwa1'd
with

Aft
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IKING DIFFER-~
l!nces, not onlf in speed, but In n ~
•
of combatants, between the famous
battles of llistory and those which ~
ntw beJng !ought
Rbssian front. Rarely, ift
the Amerlean Civil war,
did an army
f a
many as 100,000 inil..
the battle of Gettysburg,
which was the tum
point of the -..rr,
tho h there remained
muc
flghting to do,
there
nut niore
than about 160,000 men
on both sides toze
In that battle from onefourth to one-third of
the men engaged were
killed or wounded. After his famous
I
charge three-fourths of Pickett's men
were left on the field. In the battle
there were
ents which lost 90
cent of their

*

IV'_

IN THE :BAlf1£i OF S,£.........
of the bloodiest of the war, each side
lost so heavi.J, aa. to be incapable of
action for several weeks thereafter. At
Chickamauga about 150,000 were engaged. At Borodino, where Napoleon won
the battle tbat
ble .bis occupatloJ ot Mo
men kg
Casualties in tha
ag
to about one-fourth of th'e'-riien
,.he battle of Waterloo Involved some a
250,000 men, and the carnage in it was
tearful. After the battle 45,000 dead lay
in an area ot three square miles. At
one point the space which had been occupied by a ~ h square was outll
plainly~
had been
bodies marked the position
mand.

* * *

IN EARLIER TlMIS
fn masses, c_: l)J'Jlctfce whic
owed
now, would lead to complete annihilation
of comm~ J\len s t ~ or moving
as they once
i;L..Jj~;-mc,waa.,41own
like grain before a
Gup -range
has been so greatty extended that the
enemy is often completely invisible to
the
e m n who aims his weapon at
miles away. Infantry operates in such
extended order that mass destruction
fs impossible and tons of ammunition are
1l8ed for the slaughter of only a few men.

•

* .*

IT IS A MATI'ER OF HISTORY THAT
George Waabinaton wore false tet!tb, and
a stray newspaper paragraph says that
they were hinged. That reminds me of
a story told, I think, by Ellis Parker
Butler, who became hunous by writing
"Pigs fa
never; recovered
from 'the
at:oey. After it
he never could get anyone to take him
aerioualy.

*

*

•

IN THE TEETH STORY HE TOLD
of a young man of an inventive tum of
mind who had a passion for devising
gadgets which would do things differently. He ~ t chewing Ill.-. food
tired the mUlctes ~ Ids jaR,/'81~1t-.
struck him that a lot ol energy is
ed in chewing. He conceived the brilliant
Idea of having chewing done mechanically. He built himself a set of artificial
teeth, hinged at the back and equipped
With a strong spring which would start

r---------------____J

'.A CABLE

FROM

l!JY.zabeth B
former secretary of
the Grand Forks • W. C. A., told of her
arrival at Sydney, Australia on her way
'lo the United States from Istanbul. A
letter written on shlpboard describes some of
the conditions of ~ Y·
age, but there . _ i,er3'1itted no men
of
date, name or
tlna·
tion of the ship
anythlng whlcb migflt be ot
service to an enemy. J'ol·
loWlng are excerpts ttom
the letter:
"On this trlp, exper.
fenced three of the hottest days and night.I I
have ever known, yes
OIi~•
even hotter than those
days Do~ Boss and I went through on
itle Penlan GUlf last year. ·with port
~ clQsed ttabt a11 nli!J.t 1f,n, we were
Jftenny bathei. i J,)e1'11DU'at1on even with
the fan turned
l'-.i. Martin and
X roamed the decb at ~es and watched
1or the grey dawn whep we could open
the port holes and perhaps get a little
sleep. Since being in these hot countries
I t1:l1nk the natives have the right idea
about clQthlng. We a'U certalnly cast most
of it aalde tbat t1J!8& day
sandles

didn't bother to go down to the air raid
shelters or even get up. I too calmly slept
through several alerts though I was rudely awakened two nights by bombs falling
a little too near to be exactly comfortable.
There was quite a fire works display one
night and most of us got p to watch It.
I expect you knew more about some of
these bombings than we did rieht there in
flle midst of tt. No one was supposed to
ask questions of those who really
knew and if you did they might laughingly
say, 'How do I know but you are a friend
of Hitler's.' By keeping your ears open
you usually heard bits and could put
them together to make quite a story
which would be more or less true.
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~ts
1:)1-, were
ya ~ 'Qaer.Al
nuinl,er ~
me was moat Jiumll14l to ~~t-~
rivers u sh6 did and teqUlre 11
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mopping up, but we were all in the same
boat. If perspiration cleanses the pores
we are all cleaned up fer years to come.

*

*
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TH)!: "fflREE D.AYS
ended and
one ~ anything worse
than ~ heat, though we all looked
wilted. '!'hell the weather moderated and
after a few more da)'B passed we could

''HOWEVER,

* * *

'Tr WAS STRANG~ HOW CALM
everyone was, inclucUng myself, in the
midst of all this. The British controlled
newspapers told little of what was happemq and of course there were reasons
.fOf all this. Evep the day before I left
Cairo when l actually had my ran road
ticket in my hand I said only that I was
going soon, as I too was impressed with
the "Security" talks. However, I did not
know the time of salllng nor the name of
the boat until I read it for myself as our
lighter took us out in the harbor to board
it. What you don't know you can't tell. In
spite of an precautions information does
get to the enemy u Egypt is full of fifth
colUIDllist&
"I poured more cups of tea both in the
morniJlg and afternoon during those six
and a half weeks than I have poured in
all my life before. I reglst~ ''sisters" in,
talked with them by the hoar and in between times hemmed tray cJioths, dresser
scarfs, looked after the m~uito netting
curtains, saw that the servants did their
work well and other odd jobs. I had plenty
of time for an afternoon stesta every day
and took in all the sights, some of which
I can't tell you about. The popUlat sports
at Ismallla Wtff swimming In the canal
and safflnC. i areatiy enjoyed several
aans ota Lake Tlmaah, the Blue Lagoon
and
Swlmmlng I really enjoy•
ed
at Port Said wh'9f8 !!#messed in

see ti, Southern Cross. Now I have put
away my light summer dresses, have
pulled out the warmest thlngs I have
'Ptcl thJD1', lc)nelngly of those w~ wool
dressea I left
Iatanbul. lio'ftever, I
!lave my winter
P aw.ten so I
can keep wamn io. • lt:tetch of this nil,
room, just walke4 ·across a green
~yage. At _. next~ we hope to find ~ of graas an4 • little sand for my
Sl)llces on an Amerleati ship soon and daily dip tn the blue Mediterranean. It
perhaps stop in Hawall the anticipated ~ usually rather calm, but sometimes
port we missed on our way out last year.
had quite a battle with the waves and

J.Nri

"THE DAYS•
~KS OF WAIT·
tng for transportation in Egypt slipped
by 1Ultll I taad spent six and one half
eeks in the IIJld of the Nile while my
'.American friends were there almost six
weeks. My time was divided between the
Y. w. c. A. centers at Ismallla ~ Port
Said on the Suez Canal and the Houae)1oat in Cairo. I was very glad for this
opportunity to work with the uniformed
women of the British Empire, to knPW
them individually and to meet their of•
fleer friends. Most of them had been
through Crete, GreecEY or som1 other dif·
ficult spot, but aa a whole tlieJ were a
cheerNl ~ and they sa1d they didn't
have time to think of any dangers they
might be 1n. In July, there were about
Uiree thousand women in uniform in the
l'iii<ldle East; about 2,000 .trom England,
600 from Australia, 200 from New zealand and 200 from South .AfrlcL When
the air raid alerts came they were ltaY·
mthe x~ w! ~ A.. club• ~'Y. uau~

a.a

~:~ i::t sport

jumping through or

THAT KANSAS CITY STRIKE OF ELEC ..

erican ships would bring him into direct. conflict with the United States.

trical workers is described as an "outlaw" strike,
that is, one not ·regularly authqrized by the
* * *
MEN WHO HAVE KNOWN IDTLER AND
constituted authorities of the union. .Officially,
. those who surround him have said that · while
ther~fore, it is disavowed by the
the Nazi group is remarkably efficient ,n orunion directorate.
That is
ganization, its members are completely dense in
something to · be threshed out
their estimate of the motives and the mentality
within the organization it~elf.
of other peoples. It has been suggested that HitThe people of Kansas City are
ler's sporadic attacks on American shipping were
concerned with the strike itself
made in the belief that rather than engage in
and its effects rather than with
actual
conflict the United States would keep its
technicalities relating to the manships out of waters which the Germans had made
ner in which it was called.
dangerous
and thus the stream of goods to Bri* * *
tain would cease .or be diminished. Any expecARGUMENT OVER THE "RE·
tation of .that kind implies a mental density
gularity'' of strikes, and whewhich is incredible, and th~t explanation is
ther or not the industries affect•
scarcely tenable.
ed· by the:rn are defense or non·
Davies
defense industries begs the
* * *
THE AMERICAN LEGION CONVENTION
whole question of the right of the public to be
protected from cessation of services essential in Milwaukee declared itself positively and emto its life. The right of the people of Kansas phatically on the subject of "sending our boys
City to be supplied with electricity for the light- abroad" if the nation should be engaged in war.
ing of their homes and their hospitals and for Most of the delegates to that convention saw
power with which to cond1.;1ct their necessary service abroad in the former war. They have
activities is as sacred as the right of the .n ation no desire for war of any kind, anywhere. But
itself ·to supply itself with guns, and tanks, and if we must take part in a war they prefer that
planes, and ships with which to defeI¥I itself the fighting be done as far away from home as
from invasion and maintain intact the institu- possible.
tions of liberty and democracy.
* * *

*
IN*THIS* COUNTRY
IS · THERE

IT HAS

OFTEN BEEN SAID THAT BE-

cause the Nazis have not been able to cross the
NOWHERE
any question as to the right of the workmen to narrow English channel the Atlantic ocean a ·
quit his employment. Cheerfully he is conced- fords the United · States ample protection from ,
ed the right to join with his fellows for the pur- · enemy invasion. It is quite true that no German
pose of negotiating with his employer. But no army has been landed in ·Great Britain. But it
group. or organization has the right to obstruct is not true that Britain has been exempt from
by violence, coercion or intimidation the employ- invasion. Survivors of bombing raids in every
ment of the man who wishes to work, nor can major city in the kingdom have .reason to know
any such right be conferred. Legislation or . ad- that their country has been invaded, and to some
ministration which attempts to recognize .that purpose.
right of obstruction is in direct violation of one
* * *
of the basic principles of the American conCERTAINLY THE CROSSING OF THE AT·
stitution.
lantic presents problems quite different. from
.
the problem of crossing the Channel. But bomb* * *
AS ONE OF A LARGE COMPANY, NUM· ers are now being flown across the Atlantic sucbering, I suppose, many millions, I have been cessfully, and no one in this country wishes to
perplexed by Hitler's attacks on American ships, see American ,cities subjected to the pounding
and I can find no· explanation of them that that has been given London, and Coventry and
seems satisfactory. It seems scarcely. reasonable Manchester and .Birmingham. The British made
to suppose that Hitler _wishes to become involv- the mistake at the beginning of pinning their
ed in a shooting war with the United States faith on defensive fighter planes. But not until
just at the time when he has his hands full · they took the offensive and sent bombers into!
in Russia and when his long-intended invasion Germany itself were they able to hold their. o~n
of Britain is indefinitely p"stponed. Yet he must in the conflict. A vigorous offensive is thet
have known that his continued attacks on Am- best defense.

THE SUN HAS . CROSSED THE
equator on its journey south; nights in
the northern hemisphere bave become
longer than the days; frost has shriveled
some tender foliage and blighted some of
our beautiful flowers;
and birds are gathering
in flocks preparatory to
taking their departure
for winter quarters. If
the next few weeks follow the pattern of the
years we may expect
them to have many
balmy, beautiful ~ays,
but there is no escaping
the fact that winter is ap..
proaching. The flocking
of birds in the l~ll is always
an
interesting
Davies
sight, and of one example of it Mrs. J. B. Johnson of Maza,
N. D., writes:
·

*

•

*

"HORDES OF BLACKBIRDS,' LIKE A
great dark cloud settled over trees, shrubbery, and fences over an area equivalent
to several blacks. There were literally
thousands of birds. With the aid of field
glasses we could distinguish their mark·
ings clearly, and they weren't the familiar black or redwinged black birds; a good
half of them were marked gayly about
head, throat, shoulders and upper tail
coverts with bright, clear, orange-yellow.
The marking was indefinite-different
biros had varying amounts of color. The
remainder of the birds was all-black.
They remained settled for about a half
hour, when they took flight in a mass.

during migratory seasons are not uncommon, the species was unfamiliar to us and
were eager to learn more about them.
P(trhaps other readers would be able to
tell us.
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"CONCERNING THE TOADS' HABIT
of burrowing under the soil in damp places, may I suggest that the little fellow
who absorbs moisture through his warty
skin, does this to assuage his "thirst" and
prevent undue discomfort? On damp
days, or at night, he gladly comes out to
forage for food.

UNDOUBTEDLY THE BIRDS WHICH
attracted Mrs. Johnson's attention were
the yellow-headed blackbirds, similar in
form and habit to the red-winged, and dif•
fering from them chiefly in color. In his
book on birds Professor Roberts, of the
University of Minnesota, writes as follows:

''THE

YELLOW· HEADED BLACK·
bird is pre-eminently a native of the
Great Plains. Wherever it breeds it congregates in colonies, and these assemb!ages are often of vast proportions. It is
very loyal to its home-sire, returning year
after year even though the surroundings
may undergo great and uncongenial
changes, and deserting it only with the
drying up of the marsh. The yellow-head
is very closely restricted to its special
nesting haunts. Since members of each
colony go in the spring directly to their
larticular rendezvous and wander but a
little way into the surrounding country
*
until after the completion of the breeding
''THE TREES SEEMED TO BE period, they are easily overlooked if their
leaved with black and yellow leaflets. · nesting sloughs are not numerous or their
.Tp.eir calls, the typical whistle and trill homes are not actually invaded."
of the blackbirds, blended together like
*
ihe buzzing of millions of bees.
ALL THE MEMBERS OF T'HE BLACK·
Although we know masses of birds bird family are voracious eaters. Distributed in families through the summer
their consumption of grain is scarcely noticed, but when they assemble in large ,
flocks toward fall they will clean up
quite large areas of late grain.

* *

* *

